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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the CMZoom Survey’s catalog of compact sources (< 10′′, ∼0.4pc) within the Central Molecular Zone
(CMZ). CMZoom is a Submillimeter Array (SMA) large program designed to provide a complete and unbiased map of all high
column density gas (N(H2) ≥ 1023 cm−2) of the innermost 500pc of the Galaxy in the 1.3mm dust continuum. We generate both
a robust catalog designed to reduce spurious source detections, and a second catalog with higher completeness, both generated
using a pruned dendrogram. In the robust catalog, we report 285 compact sources, or 816 in the high completeness catalog. These
sources have effective radii between 0.04-0.4 pc, and are the potential progenitors of star clusters. The masses for both catalogs
are dominated by the Sagittarius B2 cloud complex, where masses are likely unreliable due to free-free contamination, uncertain
dust temperatures, and line-of-sight confusion. Given the survey selection and completeness, we predict that our robust catalog
accounts for more than ∼99% of compact substructure capable of forming high mass stars in the CMZ. This catalog provides a
crucial foundation for future studies of high mass star formation in the Milky Way’s Galactic Center.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Milky Way’s innermost 500 pc, the Central Molecular
Zone (CMZ), houses a vast complex of ∼ 3−5×107 M of
molecular gas (Morris & Serabyn 1996; Dahmen et al. 1998;
Pierce-Price et al. 2000). The molecular clouds in this en-
vironment exist at high densities and temperatures relative
to the disc, exhibiting intense pressures, magnetic fields and
turbulence (e.g. Mills & Morris 2013; Rathborne et al. 2014;
Ginsburg et al. 2016; Pillai et al. 2015; Henshaw et al. 2016b;
Federrath et al. 2016; Walker et al. 2018) as well as high cos-
mic ray ionization rates (Goto et al. 2013; Harada et al. 2015;
Le Petit et al. 2016; Oka et al. 2019) and UV background
radiation (Lis et al. 2001). Star formation within this com-
plex environment is an area of extensive previous research
and current study (e.g. Downes & Maxwell 1966; Guesten &
Downes 1982; Morris & Serabyn 1996; Yusef-Zadeh & War-
dle 2008; Longmore et al. 2012, 2013b; Kruijssen et al. 2014;
Kauffmann et al. 2013b, 2017a,b; Lu et al. 2015, 2019a,b).
The CMZ is a unique laboratory for studying star formation,
as these conditions, rarely observed in the rest of the Milky
Way, exhibit some similarities to properties of high redshift
galaxies, allowing us an indirect glimpse into the cosmic his-
tory of star formation for which comparably detailed extra-
galactic observations are not currently possible (Kruijssen &
Longmore 2013).
The birthplaces of stars are understood to be the over-
densities in Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs), “clumps,” of
a characteristic size of ~0.3 − 3pc. These clumps fragment
further into gravitationally bound “cores” of a characteristic
size of ~0.03−0.2pc, which in turn will form individual stel-
lar systems (Bergin & Tafalla 2007; Kennicutt Jr & Evans II
2012). The formation of massive stars (M > 8M) is rela-
tively rare due to the fragmentation of dense clumps leading
to a greater number of low mass stars for which the mass
distribution is described by an initial mass function (IMF)
(Bastian et al. 2010; Offner et al. 2014). Studying the na-
ture of transitions between these evolutionary stages, lead-
ing from turbulent GMCs on scales >3pc down to individ-
ual young stellar systems demands large surveys of both star
forming and non-star forming structures across the hierar-
chical continuum of relevant scales (e.g. Kauffmann et al.
2017a,b; Walker et al. 2018; Lu et al. 2019a,b).
There are several indications of recent and active star for-
mation in the Galactic Center. The central few hundred par-
secs of the Galaxy house two young massive clusters, the
Arches Cluster and the Quintuplet Cluster, suggesting a re-
cent burst of star formation activity in the CMZ within the
last ~5 Myr (Figer et al. 2002; Habibi et al. 2013; Lu et al.
2013; Hosek et al. 2019). At present, there are several known
stellar nurseries actively forming stars in the CMZ, most no-
tably the cloud complexes Sagittarius (Sgr B2), Sgr C, and
the Dust Ridge (Gordon et al. 1993; Yusef-Zadeh & War-
dle 2008; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2009; Schmiedeke et al. 2016;
Ginsburg et al. 2018; Walker et al. 2018; Barnes et al. 2019;
Lu et al. 2019a). The mean gas densities observed in the
CMZ are much higher than those observed in the Galactic
disc, leading conventional theories of star formation to pre-
dict a correspondingly high Star Formation Rate (SFR) per
molecular gas mass relative to the disc (Kennicutt 1997; Lada
et al. 2012; Longmore et al. 2013b; Barnes et al. 2017). Such
a high SFR is not observed, with studies revealing SFRs a
factor of 10-100 lower than predicted by current theories of
star formation relative to the dense gas content (Immer et al.
2012; Koepferl et al. 2015; Longmore et al. 2013b; Kruijssen
et al. 2014; Barnes et al. 2017). In particular, Barnes et al.
(2017) show how the observed low SFR cannot be accounted
for by observational bias alone, demonstrating how indepen-
dent methods of measuring the SFR agree with one another
to within a factor of 2. This implies an environmental cause
for the deficiency of star formation. It has been proposed that
this low SFR and high dense gas content indicates an upcom-
ing starburst in the Galactic Center, possibly part of a dynam-
ical episodic cycle of star formation and quiescence (Krui-
jssen et al. 2014; Krumholz & Kruijssen 2015; Krumholz.
et al. 2017, see also Sormani & Li 2020). Recent simulations
suggest variation in the SFR might be driven by variations
in the CMZ’s total gas mass, perhaps modulated by uneven
accretion driven by the Galactic bar (Sormani et al. 2018,
2020; Tress et al. 2020). In order to effectively test theoret-
ical explanations for this present lack of star formation, the
CMZoom team has carried out a survey of all potential sites
of massive star formation at sufficient resolution to resolve
and characterize compact substructure.
In this paper, we present the catalog of compact sources
constructed from the CMZoom survey’s 1.3 mm continuum
data (Battersby et al. 2020, hereafter Paper I). We refer to the
entries in this catalog as either compact sources or (dendro-
gram) leaves as they span spatial scales between both clump-
like emission and core-like emission, between ∼ 0.05-0.36
pc (this decision is explained further in 3.1). This catalog of
compact sources is designed to ultimately help understand
the anomalous SFR and hierarchy of dense gas structures
in the CMZ by providing a complete survey of all com-
pact sources embedded in gas above a column density of
1023 cm−2.
Several of the regions selected in the CMZoom survey have
already been the topic of more detailed single cloud studies.
In particular the cloud G0.253+0.016, colloquially known as
"the Brick” or "the Lima Bean Cloud,” has been closely stud-
ied as a flagship example of the star formation deficiency in
the CMZ, where observations detect an excess of dense gas
tracers relative to the expected abundance of star formation
signatures (Lis et al. 1994; Longmore et al. 2012; Kauffmann
et al. 2013b; Mills et al. 2015; Lu et al. 2015; Mills et al.
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2015; Rathborne et al. 2014; Henshaw et al. 2019). There is
theoretical framework (Kruijssen et al. 2015; Jeffreson et al.
2018; Kruijssen et al. 2019; Dale et al. 2019) and evidence
(Immer et al. 2012; Longmore et al. 2013a; Rathborne et al.
2014; Walker et al. 2016; Barnes et al. 2017; Walker et al.
2018; Barnes et al. 2019) suggesting that the clouds compos-
ing the Dust Ridge, connecting the Brick to Sgr B2, together
exhibit a time-sequence evolution of transition from quies-
cence to active star formation triggered by dynamical effects.
While individual clouds display non-monotonic properties
along this stream (Kauffmann et al. 2017a,b), it has been
suggested these variations could possibly be explained by us-
ing different initial conditions in simulated versions of such
a stream (Kruijssen et al. 2019; Dale et al. 2019).
Other notable objects in the region include the massive star
forming complexes around Sgr B2 and Sgr A, and Sgr C
which have been studied extensively since the discovery of
their bright emission in the radio continuum (e.g. Downes &
Maxwell 1966; Lo & Claussen 1983). Many other regions
in the CMZoom survey have not been the subject of any pre-
vious study at comparable resolution and sensitivity. For a
more complete description of the source selection and point-
ings, we refer the reader to Paper I.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In §2 we present
a brief overview of the data, summarizing key points from
Paper I. In §3 we provide a description of the cataloging al-
gorithm and the simulated observational procedure used for
source recovery experiments and the calculation of our cata-
logs’ completeness. §4 describes resultant contents and prop-
erties of the ‘robust’ and ‘high completeness’ versions of the
catalog that we have produced. §5 highlights the initial anal-
ysis of the catalog distributions and the role of Sgr B2 in
the catalog, as well as placing limits on the catalog’s high
mass stellar precursor completeness and the star formation
potential of the CMZ. In §6 we summarize the key points
from this work. Appendix A recreates the figures from §4
for the high completeness catalog. Additionally, appendix B
provides a parameter study for the catalog algorithm, show-
ing the effects of varying the input parameters of the pruned
dendrogram algorithm on the final catalog contents and sta-
tistical distributions. Appendix C is a gallery of zoomed in
regions of the CMZoom dust continuum map with the catalog
leaves over-plotted as contours. Lastly, appendix D compares
several key regions with corresponding data at higher spatial
resolutions from ALMA.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
The CMZoom survey is a 550 hour project using the Sub-
millimeter Array1 (SMA), mapping the highest column den-
1 The Submillimeter Array is a joint project between the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory and the Academia Sinica Institute of Astron-
sity gas in the innermost 5.0◦ in longitude and 0.5◦ in lat-
itude of the Galaxy at 1.3 mm, as well as selected addi-
tional regions detailed in Paper I. The survey is designed to
include completely all CMZ clouds with column densities
above 1023 cm−2 as derived from the Herschel cold dust con-
tinuum (by the SED fitting procedure outlined in Battersby
et al. 2011, explored in Mills & Battersby 2017), with the ex-
ception of the cloud to the SE of Sgr B2 and isolated bright
pixels in the Herschel continuum. The CMZoom pointings
also contain some lower column density regions of interest
across the CMZ, such as far side cloud candidates, the cir-
cumnuclear disk, the Arches filaments and a bridge of emis-
sion that, in projection, appears to connect the dust ridge and
50 km s−1 clouds (see figure 1 in Paper I).
The survey uses the SMA in both its compact and subcom-
pact configurations in order to effectively probe the range
of spatial scales between 3′′ and about 45′′ (correspond-
ing to a physical range between 0.12-1.8 pc at a Galactic
Center distance of 8.178 ± 0.013 (stat.) ± 0.022 (sys.)
kpc (The GRAVITY Collaboration 2019). With this setup,
we achieve a typical spatial resolution of 3.2" (0.13 pc)
in the 230 GHz dust continuum wideband (8+ GHz) from
which these catalogs are constructed. Single dish data from
the Bolocam Galactic Plane Survey have been feathered
with the SMA data in order to supplement our sensitiv-
ity to larger scales structure. For the catalogs created in
this work, we used the SMA-only data, as we are inter-
ested only in the most compact emission structures. All
data were calibrated in MIR IDL using standard SMA cal-
ibration procedures, and imaging and deconvolution were
completed in a combination of MIR IDL and CASA. All
the CMZoom pointings, SMA configurations, and imaging
pipeline details are described in more detail in Paper I and
the data products have been made available on Dataverse
at https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/cmzoom.
3. CATALOG DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
3.1. Pruned Dendrogram Algorithm
The 1.3 mm dust continuum emission observed in the CM-
Zoom survey contains structures widely varying in shape,
spatial scale, intensity, and local noise (see Paper I for more
details). We developed a cataloging algorithm in order to
consistently catalog the compact emission in the CMZoom
continuum data despite this diversity. To this end, the catalog
was developed using an implementation of the dendrogram
algorithm, with additional pruning for local noise.
The dendrogram algorithm is a hierarchical clustering al-
gorithm, representing the significant structures in a data
omy and Astrophysics, and is funded by the Smithsonian Institution and
the Academia Sinica.
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Figure 1. A typical simulated observation used to calculate the
completeness of the CMZoom catalog algorithm. For this example,
the skymap was populated with ten point sources. The red contours
are the leaf outlines or the simulated catalog, generated by applying
the same version of the pruned dendrogram algorithm to the simu-
lated image. In this case, nine of the ten point sources are recovered,
two nearby point sources are grouped together in one leaf, and there
are no false positive source detections.
set as the branches and leaves of a tree-like data struc-
ture. The highest level structures in the cluster hierarchy are
called “leaves,” which represent local maxima of the flux.
These leaves are, therefore, the highest column density and
most compact sources in the CMZoom maps. The parent
“branches” of these leaves represent the less dense regions
immediately surrounding the compact sources. The parent
branches of those branches represent lower and lower level
emission, and so on down to some flux floor.
The dendrogram tree for a given dataset is uniquely deter-
mined by the choice of three parameters: a minimum struc-
ture value, a minimum number of pixels, and a minimum sig-
nificance value. The minimum structure value is the lowest
peak pixel value that will be considered as a structure in the
tree. The minimum number of pixels determines the mini-
mum size of a structure included in the tree. Finally, the min-
imum significance parameter is a measure of how high the
pixel value of a new peak must be relative to nearby struc-
tures to be considered independent and added to the catalog,
typically chosen relative to the noise (e.g. Rosolowsky et al.
2008; Henshaw et al. 2016a).2
The continuum map was translated to units of MJy per
steradian to allow comparisons between data sets despite
2 A more detailed description and the documentation for
the dendrogram algorithm implementation can be found at
https://dendrograms.readthedocs.io/.
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Figure 2. The completeness percentage for source recovery using
the procedure outlined in section 3.2. The red line shows the num-
ber of point sources recovered from the artificial skymap for varying
point source masses (assuming a dust temperature Td = 20K), while
the purple line shows a sample recovery for weather conditions with
a high zenith opacity (τ0 = 0.2). Our cataloging algorithm recovers
95% of objects with a mass of ∼ 80 M for an assumed dust tem-
perature of Td=20K. This completeness mass is very sensitive to the
assumed dust temperature. For example, when we instead assume a
dust temperature Td=50K, we find a much lower 95% completeness
mass of ∼ 25 M. Higher dust temperatures are possible on scales
smaller than those resolved by Herschel (36′′) in areas of active star
formation such as Sgr B2 and Dust Ridge cloud C.
variations in the beam size across the survey (Paper I, sec-
tion 4.2 describes the complete description of the beam size
variation). The initial dendrogram parameters were chosen
relative to the lowest RMS noise estimates for the entire sur-
veyed region, 3 MJy/Sr. The minimum pixel value is chosen
to be a factor of 3 greater than this global noise estimate. The
minimum pixel number was selected to be roughly half of
the average beam size over the survey. The minimum signif-
icance parameter was chosen to be equivalent to the global
low noise estimate, which allows detection of substructure
within low flux regions while not significantly altering the
distribution of cataloged structure in higher flux regions (this
is justified in appendices A and B).
This initial dendrogram is highly populated due to the fact
that the algorithm considers the significance of leaves as
compared the low global noise estimate without any regard
for local noise, which can be more important in regions with
irregular noise properties. We have chosen to narrow the cat-
alog by “pruning” the list of dendrogram leaves relative to
their local RMS noise. This pruning process amounts to the
removal of each dendrogram leaf that does not meet a cho-
sen set of requirements on both the peak leaf flux and the
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mean leaf flux. In choosing these parameters, we have opted
to construct two catalogs: the former prioritizing only the
most robust leaves with a peak flux at least 6σ above the lo-
cal RMS estimate and the latter prioritizing a higher catalog
completeness, which includes leaves with a peak flux at least
4σ above the local RMS estimate. Both versions of the cat-
alog require a mean flux of at least 2σ above the local RMS.
Such high thresholds are required since the uv coverage is
not perfect, and residual non-Gaussian imaging artefacts can
strongly effect source selection unless sufficiently strict local
noise restrictions are implemented.
A map of the local RMS noise estimates across the entire
survey was constructed from the residual images generated
in the cleaning process described in detail in Paper I. In or-
der to generate an estimate of the RMS for each pixel in the
survey, we find the spatially averaged standard deviation of
these residual maps, calculated as
σx,y =
√(
Rx,y − (R∗G)x,y
)2 ∗Gx,y (1)
where Rx,y corresponds to the residual value at pixel coordi-
nates (x,y) and ∗G denotes convolution with a Gaussian ker-
nel with σ = 14 pixels, or ∼ 7′′. This effectively recovers an
RMS value for each pixel by taking the difference between
the pixel’s value in a smoothed and un-smoothed version of
the residuals. We find a median RMS over all surveyed re-
gions is 13 MJy sr−1. For more information about the RMS
calculation and properties, we refer the reader to §4.2 of Pa-
per I. The smoothing kernel size of 14 pixels is justified with
a parameter study in Appendix B. The choices of the pruning
thresholds for local noise pruning and the resulting complete-
ness for each catalog are explored using the simulated source
recovery experiment described in the following section.
3.2. Source Recovery and Simulated Observations
There are many potential sources of error in the cataloging
process including, but not limited to the emergence of imag-
ing artifacts in the cleaning process which might erroneously
be identified as independent leaves, variations in measure-
ment conditions such as the changes of antenna configuration
or weather conditions, as well the inherent biases of the den-
drogram algorithm (Rosolowsky et al. 2008). To probe the
effects of these sources of error, we estimate a completeness
percentage for the catalog, derived from an algorithm built
around the NRAO CASA simulated observation functionality
(McMullin et al. 2007).
The scripts to generate this completeness percentage have
been made available on Github3 in a generalized form such
that it can be used to test the accuracy of any cataloging al-
gorithm, with particular ease if the data were observed using
3 https://github.com/CMZoom/core_catalogue
one of the observatories compatible with the current version
of CASA, though other interferometers can be included with
relative ease. The procedure for determining our complete-
ness using simulated observations follows:
Step 1) An artificial image is randomly populated with ten
point sources at a fixed intensity representing the emission of
a field of unresolved core-like objects.
Step 2) A simulated observation of the artificial skymap
is generated using the CASA simobserve function. This
function allows us to mimic the true SMA observations by
generating visibilities from a sample antenna configuration
from the CMZoom observations, and a typical length of ob-
servation used for pointings in the survey. These fake data
can be combined with noise in order to simulate the effects
of thermal noise and atmospheric attenuation using the AATM
package4, an atmospheric modeling package designed for use
with ALMA (Pardo et al. 2001). The completeness results for
our catalogs constructed from the simulated observations is
resilient to variations typical in atmospheric conditions for
CMZoom observations.
Step 3) The uv data generated by the simulated observa-
tions are then imaged using the CASA tclean task. This
procedure is identical to the imaging process for a typical
low RMS noise region in the CMZoom survey. The tclean
task was called with multi-scale parameter set to scales [0, 3,
9, and 27]. Briggs weighting with a robust parameter of 0.5
was used throughout. This choice is described in more de-
tail in Paper I. We used the auto-multithresh5 feature
(with identical input parameters to those detailed in Paper I),
and a continuum threshold of 1mJy/beam. An example of the
resulting simulated image is shown in Figure 1.
Step 4) The residual images from tclean are used to
produce an RMS map, just as described in §3.1. An initial
dendrogram catalog is run on the images resulting from the
tclean process, using the same dendrogram parameters as
in the catalog procedure, scaled by a global noise estimate
corresponding to a low value noise estimate in the artificial
image. The leaves of this dendrogram are then pruned using
a noise map created identically to the catalog procedure in
3.1 so that the only remaining leaves have a peak flux above
at least 6σ and average flux above at least 2σ average for the
robust cataloging, or a peak flux above at least 4σ and aver-
age flux above at least 2σ for the high completeness catalog.
Step 5) Finally, the pruned dendrogram leaves are com-
pared to the locations of the injected point sources. A given
point source is considered to be recovered if its coordinates
are located anywhere within a pruned leaf.
4 https://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/ bn204/alma/atmomodel.html
5 https://casa.nrao.edu/casadocs/casa-5.3.0/synthesis-imaging/masks-for-
deconvolution
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A plot of this completeness percentage for clumps as a
function of leaf mass is depicted in Figure 2. We found that
point sources above 80 solar masses, under the typical obser-
vational conditions for theCMZoom survey, are detected with
more than 95% completeness by the cataloging algorithm.
The detection rate rapidly drops off, leaving only ∼80% of
structures detected at a ∼70 solar mass threshold, and about
50% at ∼60 solar masses. To calculate these masses from
the fluxes in the images, we assume a constant dust temper-
ature of 20K, a typical value from Herschel temperature es-
timates in the CMZ (Mills & Battersby 2017). These mass
completeness estimates account only for the observational bi-
ases in observing point source-like emission, and do not take
into account the unrelated biases arising from more extended
high-level emission structures. The bright, dense objects in-
cluded in our catalog represent only the highest levels of this
complex structure, and can be modeled by point source-like
emission for the purposes of this simplistic completeness es-
timate. We work on the assumption that the point source
analysis is sufficient for modeling the bright emission that
we are prioritizing in our cataloging procedure. We empha-
size that some of the cataloged emission is in more extended
sources and does not closely match this point source-like
emission model, and we advise caution in interpreting these
completeness estimates for more spatially intricate sources.
We expect some catalog leaves may include many unresolved
or extremely nearby point sources, particularly in extreme re-
gions like the Sgr B2 complex.
A similar test was constructed to provide a simplistic mea-
sure of the rate of false positive identifications, by measuring
the number of leaves not associated with any of the injected
point sources. The results of this completeness test are also
displayed in Figure 2. This is an idealized measure of the
false positive value for objects in the catalog, since our tech-
nique considers only point source emission, and is not nec-
essarily applicable to the component of extended emission
detected in the CMZoom survey. While the real ISM is indis-
putably more complex than our simple model, this analysis
provides a basic measure of the completeness of the survey,
based on the effects of weather, imaging artifacts, and the
cataloging scheme.
4. CATALOG RESULTS
Here we present the initial results of the catalog, initially
focusing on the robust version of the catalog. Correspond-
ing figures for the high complete catalog can be found in ap-
pendix A. A complete gallery of all surveyed regions with
cataloged leaves shown as contours is provided in appendix
C. We wish to emphasize two notes before continuing.
• The nature of the objects cataloged in this work oc-
cupy a range of spatial sizes that do not correspond
unanimously to either cores (~0.03-0.2 pc) or clumps
(~0.3-3 pc). Some of sources appear more filamentary
and extended, while other sources are more compact
and resemble large cores which likely are fragmented
below our resolution limit. We briefly compare by eye
the nature of the SMA emission to that of higher spatial
resolution maps from ALMA in several key regions in
appendix D. The mass-radius relationship of our cat-
aloged sources is compared to previous studies of the
Galactic Center and disc in §4.4
• We refer to the contents of our catalog as “dendrogram
leaves" and “compact sources" interchangeably. Typ-
ically we use “leaves" when discussing the nature of
the objects in the context of the cataloging algorithm,
and “compact sources" when describing the physical
nature or properties of these objects. They are effec-
tively interchangeable in either instance.
4.1. Leaf Distribution in l-b Space
The robust catalog contains 285 leaves, all located within
the Galactic latitude range of -0.25◦ to 0.07◦ and the Galac-
tic longitude range -0.87◦ to 1.69◦. Their distribution in l-b
space is shown in Figure 3. There is a high density of leaves
associated with the massive star forming complex Sgr B2,
many of which are the most massive objects contained in the
catalog. See appendix D for a direct comparison between the
Sgr B2 leaves in this work and the dust continuum emission
observed at 3mm using ALMA by Ginsburg et al. (2018).
Outside the Sgr B2 cloud complex, the leaf distribution peaks
in the dust ridge and around Sgr A* / circumnuclear disk
(CND). The CND is a highly time variable source of syn-
chrotron emission in the submillimeter regime (e.g. Serabyn
et al. 1997), and the flux detected in its immediate surround-
ings appears to be dominated by imaging artifacts. For this
reason we have chosen to exclude all leaves in this region
from the following analysis, though they are included in the
version of the catalog released with this paper.
The distribution of leaves in Galactic longitude and lati-
tude is displayed in figures 3 and 4. Figure 4 shows the mass
of sources per unit area surveyed as a function of latitude
and longitude as well. While this distribution is highly in-
fluenced by the mapping strategy, it still highlights some of
the high column density regions which lack compact sub-
structure, such as the 1.1 degree cloud complex. At the same
time as the mapping strategy influences heavily these distri-
butions, the surveyed area was chosen to minimize the bias
and maximize completeness above the threshold column den-
sity, as detailed in Paper I. The leaf distribution is largely
dominated by the Sgr B2 cloud complex, the Dust Ridge,
and the 20 and 50 km s−1 clouds. The lack of compact sub-
structure in many of the other surveyed clouds, such as the
1.1 degree cloud complex, is analyzed in detail in section 5
of Paper I.
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Figure 3. The kernel density estimate of the normalized number of compact sources from the robust catalog as a function of Galactic longitude
(top) and latitude (right) with leaf contours over a map of Herschel (center). The highest concentrations of detected compact sources are
in Sgr B2, the Dust Ridge, and the 50 and 20 km s−1 clouds. Zoom-ins are shown of several regions with white catalog leaf contours over
the SMA 1.3mm dust continuum. The regions shown are G1.085-0.027, G1.038-0.074, G0.891-0.048 on the bottom left, and G0.068-0.075,
G0.106-0.082, and G0.145-0.086 (the Three Little Pigs) on the bottom right.
4.2. Comparison with Cloud Scale Column Densities
To supplement this catalog, we measure the local column
density and temperature of the SMA compact sources and
their surroundings from the Herschel property maps created
using the dust SED fitting technique detailed in Battersby
et al. (2011), to be presented in Battersby et al in prep. The
values are extracted from these maps at the position of the
centroid of the catalog sources. These are cloud scale col-
umn density measurements at a resolution of 36′′(1.5 pc).
Figure 5 shows the histogram of Herschel column density
for pixels within the area observed by CMZoom. Overlaid on
this is a subset histogram of Herschel column density for pix-
els associated with our cataloged SMA compact sources. We
determine pixels as associated if they lie within one Herschel
beam FWHM (i.e., 36′′) of a SMA catalog leaf centroid. The
percentage of Herschel pixels that contain an SMA catalog
source appears to sharply increase around a Herschel col-
umn density of 1 − 2× 1023 cm−2. The amount of compact
substructure as measured by dendrogram leaf number seems
highly dependent on the measured cloud scale column den-
sity.
While the catalog presented in this work does not include
information about the star forming properties of the leaves,
the sharp increase in leaf occurrence at this threshold and
its relationship to the star forming properties of leaves will
be further investigated in upcoming work. We note that the
Herschel-derived column densities saturate in some pixels to-
wards the center of Sgr B2 and may not be representative of
true column densities in that region, and so all pixels and
leaves in the Sgr B2 region have been removed from this
analysis, and are not included in the histogram in Figure 5.
Because these leaves are all highly concentrated at high col-
umn densities, they do not significantly influence the trend
described in this section.
4.3. Physical properties
The robust catalog is presented in tables 1, 2 and 3. We
extract a number of physical properties of our cataloged
leaves directly from the dendrogram structure using the
PP_Statistic package in the Astrodendro package,
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Figure 4. The average mass of compact sources per unit area surveyed from the robust catalog as a function of Galactic longitude (top) and
latitude (right) with leaf contours (in red) and the surveyed area footprint (blue) over the Herschel N(H2) map from Battersby et al (in prep)
(bottom). Clouds / regions are also labeled by their colloquial names. We detect high concentrations of mass in compact sources per area
surveyed in Sgr B2, Sgr C, the Dust Ridge, the 20 and 50 km s−1 clouds, the Brick, and the three little pigs, while others regions of high column
density lacking a similar degree of compact substructure. This is quantified in Paper I (§5.4) as a compact dense gas fraction, calculated as both
SMA flux divided by Bolocam Galactic Plane Survey flux or SMA mass divided by Herschel mass. For an in depth look at the compact dense
gas fraction of these clouds we refer the reader to Paper I.
including the minimum flux value, maximum flux value, inte-
grated flux, structure area, and center position. The structure
area is converted into an effective projected radius for each
leaf using Reff ≡ (NpixApix/pi)1/2 (where Npix is the number
of pixels associated with a given dendrogram leaf and Apix
is the area of a single pixel). For each leaf, Astrodendro
also extracts an effective ellipse major and minor axis, and
position angle using moment analysis. For more information
on the exact implementation of how these features are ex-
tracted, please refer to the Astrodendro documentation6.
These approximate ellipse values are included in the catalog,
but we use the effective leaf radius calculated above instead
for the following analysis.
Assuming optically thin dust continuum emission, the
beam-averaged column density at the location of peak emis-
sion, NH2 is estimated for each dendrogram leaf using
NH2 =
Fpeakν Rgd
µH2mHκνBν(Td)
, (2)
where Fpeakν is the peak flux density over the leaf (in Jy
beam−1), Rgd is the gas to dust mass ratio (for which we as-
sume a value of 100, e.g. Battersby et al. 2011), mean atomic
weight µH2 = 2.8 (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2008), and mH is the
mass of atomic hydrogen, κν is the dust opacity per unit mass
at a frequency ν, and Bν(Td) is the Planck function at a dust
temperature, Td.
The dust opacity per unit mass is determined from
κν = κ0(ν/ν0)β , assuming a dust emissivity index, β, where
6 https://dendrograms.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
κ0 is based on the moderately coagulated thin ice mantle
dust model of Ossenkopf & Henning (1994) at a frequency,
ν0. At a frequency of ∼ 226 GHz we adopt a value of
κν ≈ 0.867 cm2g−1 (extrapolating from κ0 = 0.899 cm2g−1
at ν0 = 230 GHz with β = 1.75; e.g. Battersby et al. 2011).
While we do not have a measure of dust temperature (Td) at
the resolution of our SMA observations, we use correspond-
ing dust temperatures derived from Herschel measurements.
This temperature map and the Herschel column density map
were generated using the dust SED fitting procedure out-
lined in Battersby et al. 2011, and further detailed in Mills &
Battersby (2017). These local temperature estimates have a
resolution of 36′′. While higher resolution temperature maps
derived using the PPMAP procedure (Marsh et al. 2017) dif-
fer only by a few degrees K for the set of pixels considered
in this work. This small change in temperature on smaller
scales affects the derived physical properties significantly
less than the systematic errors described below.
The SMA derived column densities range from 2.9 × 1022
cm−2 < NH2 < 9.0 × 1025 cm−2, with a median value of
NH2 ∼ 1.2× 1023 cm−2. The high end of this distribution
is dominated by two leaves with column densities 6.2×
1025cm−2 and 9.0× 1025cm−2. These extreme sources are
within the Sgr B2 complex, and are colloquially known as
Sgr B2 Main (M) and North (N) respectively.
Following the method described in Battersby et al. (2010),
we find an isothermal estimate for the mass of each leaf using
Mleaf =
d2SνRgd
κνBν(Td)
, (3)
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Figure 5. A histogram of the Herschel column density (derived
using the procedure in Battersby et al. (2011), from Battersby et al
in prep) associated with every pixel in the CMZoom survey. The
grey histogram represents the column density associated with every
pixel covered by the SMA survey, while the blue represents only
the pixels within one Herschel beam (36′′) of a catalog leaf centroid
in the robust version of the catalog. The ratio of pixels within one
Herschel beam of a source in the SMA catalog to the total number
of pixels in the SMA’s map for a given column density is shown
as a solid line, which experiences a sharp uptick around a column
density of 1-2×1023 (highlighted with the red dotted line at 1023).
The error bars represent the Poisson uncertainty from the number
of Herschel pixels in each column density bin. Pixels in the Sgr
B2 region have been excluded from this analysis due to their much
higher column densities resulting from potentially unreliable fluxes
(see section 5.1). A similar analysis is available for Sgr B2 sources
in Figure 15 of Ginsburg et al. (2018), looking instead at the fraction
of material at a given column density that is associated with young
stellar objects.
where Td is the local dust temperature estimate, d is the
distance to the source (∼ 8.178 kpc; The GRAVITY Collab-
oration 2019) and Sν is the integrated leaf flux (in Jy), κν is
the dust opacity per unit mass discussed above, and Bν(Td)
is the Planck function at the local dust temperature, Td. The
resultant estimates for leaf masses range from ∼ 4.1M <
Mleaf <∼ 7.6×104 M, with a median value of∼ 86M. As
with the column densities, the two most massive leaves in the
catalog, Sgr B2 North and Main, lie well apart from the rest
of the mass distribution of leaves (see Figure 6). Histograms
of the physical properties are shown in Figure 7.
Two estimates for the leaf mass are included in the cat-
alog: the upper bound leaf mass (reported above) and the
background subtracted leaf mass. The upper bound mass is
calculated using the total integrated flux from the pixel val-
ues for the whole leaf. This mass estimate assumes that all
of the flux recovered in the leaf belongs to one, spatially co-
hesive clump, ignoring the more diffuse envelope surround-
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Figure 6. Two representations of the mass (M) vs. radius (pc)
for each leaf in the robust version of the catalog. The upper figure
shows the mass calculated using the flux achieved by integrating
over the entire leaf structure, acting as an upper bound for the true
structure mass. The bottom figure displays the background sub-
tracted leaf masses, calculated by subtracting the minimum value of
the leaf and integrated over the entire leaf area. This background
subtracted mass is likely an underestimate for the true structure
mass. Both figures show a line of constant column density n = 1023
cm−2 for reference. The range of masses below 95% completeness
is hatched right and shaded blue, and the region below minimum
flux possible for a cataloged leaf is hatched left and shaded grey.
ing the clump. Our alternative, lower mass estimate are
calculated by subtracting away the lowest flux value in the
leaf from each pixel in the leaf, removing all flux associated
with the envelope (similar to Henshaw et al. 2016a). This
“background subtracted" mass assumes that each leaf’s low-
est value (the outer contour of the leaf) is a good approx-
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imation for the average flux for the background emission.
As a consequence, this background subtracted mass ignores
any contribution from the lower dendrogram structures to the
source mass, and therefore is likely to be an underestimate of
the total mass.
It is also important to note that both masses calculated in
this way are subject to a systematic uncertainty of a factor
of ∼ 2 due to uncertainty in the dust opacity as described in
detail in Battersby et al. (2010). The uncertainties associ-
ated with each of the leaf properties (see Table 3) account for
this dominant systematic uncertainty as well as fluctuations
in the Herschel dust temperatures, uncertainty in the Galac-
tic Center distance assumption and the local noise estimates
in the 1.3 mm continuum flux. We assume an uncertainty in
the distance to any given catalog source be∼±240pc, as this
corresponds to the maximum longitudinal extent of sources
identified in the survey, as the line of sight distance is not
well known for many of the clouds hosting these sources.
The equivalent particle number density averaged over a
leaf with radius Reff, and mass, M, can be estimated using
nH2 =
M
4
3piR
3
eqµH2mH
, (4)
assuming the line of sight radius is equivalent to the radius on
the plane of the sky. The range in particle number density is
2.3×104 cm−3 < nH2 < 1.7×107 cm−3, with a median value
of nH2 = 2.0×105 cm−3. The corresponding range in the local
free-fall time is calculated by,
tff =
(
3pi
32GµH2mHnH2
)1/2
, (5)
where G is the gravitational constant and remaining con-
stants are the same as defined above. For the robust cata-
log, dendrogram leaves range between 7.4× 103 yr < tff <
2.0×105 yr, with a mean value of tff = 6.9×104 yr. Each of
the above properties is displayed for a subset of leaves in Ta-
ble 2. Uncertainties derived from propagating the dust opac-
ity, assumed Galactic Center distance (±240 pc, as discussed
above), typical fluctuations in Herschel dust temperature, and
the local noise estimate for our 1.3mm dust continuum flux
measurements are presented in Table 3.
4.4. Mass-Radius Comparison to Previous Studies of the
CMZ and Galactic Disk
As previously mentioned, our cataloged sources occupy a
spatial scale ranging between ∼ 0.04-0.4 pc, meaning they
largely constitute objects intermediate to clumps and cores.
We briefly compare the mass-radius distribution of our ro-
bust catalog sources to clumps and cores identified by previ-
ous observational catalogs in Figure 8. Our sources largely
agree with the mass-radius distribution of previous studies of
the CMZ. Many of these previous studies (e.g. Walker et al.
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Figure 7. Histograms of the physical properties for the leaves con-
tained in the high reliability version of the catalog. These properties
are calculated according to the methods described in section 4.3.
The upper left panel shows the distribution of freefall times calcu-
lated by assuming a spherical distribution of gas with the leaf’s ef-
fective radius. The upper left panel shows the distribution of column
densities for each leaf. The distribution of leaf masses is shown in
the bottom left panel, and the volume density distribution is shown
in the bottom right which is calculated again by assuming a spheri-
cal volume distribution according to the leaf’s effective radius. The
darker shaded regions correspond to the portion of leaves below the
catalog’s 95% mass completeness limit. Leaves flagged as suspi-
cious for being within 15 pixels of the map’s edge are included as a
non-filled histogram, though they largely follow the same trends as
the more robust leaves. A roughly bimodal distribution is apparent,
and its origin is explored in section 5.1.
2018; Lu et al. 2019a) aim to identify star forming objects
and their properties, and CMZ sources with known star for-
mation sites seem to have a higher mass per radius than the
bulk of our catalog. This trend will be investigated further in
upcoming work (Hatchfield et al. in prep.).
4.5. High Completeness Catalog
As an alternative to the primary, robust catalog released
with this paper, we also present a more lenient catalog that
prioritizes greater completeness over a low false-positive
rate. We use the same cataloging algorithm described in sec-
tion 3, while adjusting the parameters to suit the new design
philosophy. Specifically we lower the pruning parameters
from the high-reliability version,
Fluxpeak1.3mm > 6σRMS,
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Table 1. Small subset of the leaf properties table, available in full here.
Leaf ID Area l b Reff Integrated Flux Peak Cont. Flux Mean Cont. Flux RMS
as2 deg. deg. pc Jy Jy/Sr Jy/Sr Jy/Sr
G359.611+0.018c 45.00 -0.38 -0.25 0.15 6.71e-02 1.39e+08 6.35e+07 1.68e+07
G359.611+0.018a 259.25 -0.39 -0.24 0.36 2.09e+00 1.73e+09 3.43e+08 9.88e+06
G359.611+0.018b 34.75 -0.38 -0.24 0.13 7.52e-02 1.70e+08 9.20e+07 1.25e+07
G0.316-0.201c 38.75 0.32 -0.21 0.14 7.12e-02 1.28e+08 7.82e+07 1.91e+07
G0.316-0.201e 19.00 0.32 -0.20 0.10 3.88e-02 1.22e+08 8.68e+07 1.67e+07
G0.316-0.201g 15.50 0.31 -0.20 0.09 3.13e-02 1.27e+08 8.60e+07 1.35e+07
G0.316-0.201a 115.25 0.32 -0.20 0.24 9.12e-01 1.09e+09 3.37e+08 9.56e+06
G0.316-0.201k 8.00 0.31 -0.20 0.06 1.37e-02 8.82e+07 7.26e+07 1.36e+07
G0.316-0.201i 7.50 0.32 -0.20 0.06 2.28e-02 1.42e+08 1.29e+08 1.01e+07
G0.316-0.201l 4.75 0.31 -0.20 0.05 7.58e-03 7.40e+07 6.79e+07 1.07e+07
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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Figure 8. A mass-radius comparison of our catalog leaves (from the robust catalog, shown as red dots with mass uncertainties) with cataloged
objects from previous work studying cores in the Milky Way’s disc (left panel) and in the Galactic Center (right panel). A line of constant
column density 1023 cm−2 is shown plotted over the data for reference. For the Galactic disc, data are plotted from Rathborne et al. (2006)
Kauffmann et al. (2013a), Henshaw et al. (2016a), Henshaw et al. (2017), and Liu et al. (2018). For the Galactic Center, data are plotted from
Walker et al. (2018), Barnes et al. (2019), and Lu et al. (2019a).
where Fluxpeak1.3mm is the peak pixel flux, and σRMS is the local
RMS noise estimate, to
Fluxpeak1.3mm > 4σRMS.
The requirement that each leaf’s mean flux be > 2σ above
the local RMS applied to both catalogs. This reduction in
the maximum required per pixel flux results in a signifi-
cant increase in the number cataloged leaves in the high-
completeness catalog compared to the high-reliability cata-
log. The change produces a catalog of 816 leaves as com-
pared to the robust catalog with its 285 leaves. Despite this
large change the number of leaves, most of the leaves exclu-
sive to the high completeness catalog are relatively low mass
and together constitute an additional 2.8×104M, which is
only 13% of the robust catalog’s total mass. The vast major-
ity of mass is cataloged in both versions.
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The more diffuse nature of emission in the CMZoom field
as well as non-Gaussian components in the noise resulting
from primary beam correction and cleaning artifacts together
make it difficult to measure the trade off of completeness
vs. false positive rate using the same simulated observation
procedure outlined in 3.2. The assumptions inherent in this
procedure, namely the cataloging a random spatial distribu-
tion of uniform mass point sources, might be ill suited for
characterizing the lower flux component of emission in the
CMZoom field. The simulated observations result in a steep
increase in the number of false positives and a small increase
in completeness for changes in the pruning, with a 95% com-
pleteness of ∼ 50 M (assuming Td=20K).
Additionally, a large number of new leaves are included in
the catalog which are in immediate proximity to the edge of
the CMZoom maps, which is suspicious due to more extreme
fluctuations in the noise at the map edges resulting from the
primary beam correction process. To mitigate this, we have
flagged all leaves with centroids within 15 pixels of the map’s
edge, and confirmed that the removal of these leaves does not
seem to change the overall distribution in the physical prop-
erty statistics. We include recreated versions of the physical
property figures in appendix A).
Qualitatively, the distribution of leaves’ physical properties
is similar in both catalogs, with the catalog design changes
mainly permitting the detection of a larger number of low
mass leaves.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. The Elephant in the Room: Sagittarius B2
The distribution of leaves in Figure 6 reveals a strik-
ing characteristic of the mass-radius relation of the catalog.
There appears to be a population set apart from the major-
ity in the mass-radius distribution of the leaves. This feature
is resilient to changes in the catalog algorithm parameters,
as detailed in Appendix B. Almost all of the points in the
"higher mass" mode are located in the region surrounding
Sgr B2, the most intense site of star formation in the Galac-
tic Center. In Figure 9 we compare the catalog divided into
leaves associated with Sgr B2 and all others. It is clear from
the histograms of physical properties that objects in Sgr B2
are detected with higher flux per leaf area than elsewhere in
the surveyed region, leading to higher masses, column and
volume densities, and shorter freefall times. As measured,
sources associated with Sgr B2 have more mass than the rest
of the CMZ combined by nearly a factor of 10, assuming the
validity of the Herschel dust temperatures used in the mass
calculation from §4.3.
There are a few possible explanations for this extreme pop-
ulation. Firstly, it is possible that there is significant con-
tamination in the 1.3mm flux from non-dust emission. Of
the possible sources of non-dust continuum emission in Sgr
B2, the most likely culprit is free-free emission coming from
HII regions. Previous observations have identified numer-
ous HII regions distributed throughout the Sgr B2 complex
(Mehringer et al. 1995; De Pree et al. 1996, 2015; Gins-
burg et al. 2018; Lu et al. 2019b). Ginsburg et al. (2018)
find the Sgr B2 complex’s 3mm continuum emission to be
well populated by both extended and compact HII regions.
In particular, Sgr B2 Main (identified in our catalog as leaf
ID G0.699-0.028b, the second most massive source in the
catalog) is dominated by HII region continuum flux at 3mm
(see figure 3 and table 4 of Ginsburg et al. 2018). While we
expect free-free emission to be somewhat weaker at 1.3mm,
it is still likely the free-free emission accounts for some of
the observed flux these regions.
Secondly, temperature has a strong effect on the inferred
mass of our objects, so it is possible that the Sgr B2 area hosts
higher dust temperatures than the Herschel estimates used in
this work. In calculating the mass for each leaf we assume the
validity of the cloud scale dust temperature, so the difference
between the two modes could be explained by a systematic
difference in dust temperature on smaller scales. In Figure 10
we demonstrate how the mass of each leaf would vary with
a temperature between the observed Herschel dust tempera-
ture (close to 20K for most leaves) and 50K, and then from
50K to 150K. If we assume Tdust =∼ 120−150K, the Sgr B2
source masses become consistent broader CMZ population.
TheHerschel temperatures reported in this catalog agree with
previous measurements of CMZ dust temperatures, typically
range between 20-30 K (Pierce-Price et al. 2000; Etxaluze
et al. 2013). The SMA data presented in this work probe
smaller spatial scales than the Herschel maps (smallest beam
FWHM = 5.9′′), so it is possible that different dust temper-
atures would be resolved on smaller spatial scales. Marsh
et al. (2017) uses the PPMAP procedure to derive tempera-
ture maps at a spatial resolution of 12′′, but these tempera-
tures differ from the lower resolution data by only a few de-
grees K for pixels in the CMZoom survey footprint. While it
is possible that even smaller spatial scales could reveal higher
dust temperatures in areas of active or recent star formation
such as Sgr B2, it is unlikely to have a widespread effect on
our catalogs. It is also worth noting the Herschel tempera-
tures in certain pixels in the Sgr B2 region are likely to be
unreliable due to saturation and line contamination.
Lastly, it is possible that the measured masses and col-
umn densities are due to line-of-sight confusion. It has been
suggested that the line-of-sight structure of the Sgr B2 com-
plex could lead to complications in determining the mass
of individual structures, with some evidence suggesting Sgr
B2 North and Main might have overlapping, elongated en-
velopes (Goldsmith et al. 1990; Schmiedeke et al. 2016). In
this case, the background subtracted masses calculated in
§4.3 would be more appropriate for comparisons with the
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Table 2. Small subset of the leaf properties table (continued).
Leaf ID NHerschel NSMA Mass Mass (bg. sub.) n ρ t f f
cm−2 cm−2 M M cm−3 g cm−3 years
G359.611+0.018c 6.81e+22 1.42e+23 1.03e+02 4.16e+01 1.05e+05 4.92e-16 9.49e+04
G359.611+0.018a 1.46e+23 1.73e+24 3.15e+03 2.62e+03 2.33e+05 1.09e-15 6.37e+04
G359.611+0.018b 8.59e+22 1.73e+23 1.14e+02 4.28e+01 1.72e+05 8.07e-16 7.41e+04
G0.316-0.201c 3.86e+22 1.24e+23 1.04e+02 4.97e+01 1.32e+05 6.21e-16 8.45e+04
G0.316-0.201e 4.65e+22 1.18e+23 5.62e+01 1.57e+01 2.09e+05 9.80e-16 6.73e+04
G0.316-0.201g 4.01e+22 1.03e+23 3.82e+01 1.10e+01 1.93e+05 9.03e-16 7.01e+04
G0.316-0.201a 5.74e+22 9.00e+23 1.13e+03 7.31e+02 2.82e+05 1.32e-15 5.79e+04
G0.316-0.201k 5.94e+22 6.94e+22 1.61e+01 2.08e+00 2.19e+05 1.03e-15 6.57e+04
G0.316-0.201i 7.08e+22 1.21e+23 2.91e+01 2.22e+00 4.36e+05 2.04e-15 4.66e+04
G0.316-0.201l 5.94e+22 5.82e+22 8.94e+00 6.08e-01 2.66e+05 1.25e-15 5.96e+04
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Table 3. Small subset of leaf property uncertainties.
Leaf ID Mass Unc. NSMA unc. n unc. ρ unc. t f f unc.
M cm−2 cm−3 g cm−3 years
G359.611+0.018c 3.15e+01 2.85e+23 4.47e+04 2.09e-16 4.04e+04
G359.611+0.018a 4.92e+02 3.48e+24 7.85e+04 3.68e-16 2.15e+04
G359.611+0.018b 2.34e+01 3.47e+23 6.20e+04 2.90e-16 2.67e+04
G0.316-0.201c 2.99e+01 2.49e+23 5.76e+04 2.70e-16 3.67e+04
G0.316-0.201e 1.38e+01 2.37e+23 8.48e+04 3.97e-16 2.73e+04
G0.316-0.201g 8.26e+00 2.06e+23 8.90e+04 4.17e-16 3.23e+04
G0.316-0.201a 1.72e+02 1.80e+24 1.15e+05 5.41e-16 2.37e+04
G0.316-0.201k 3.84e+00 1.39e+23 1.09e+05 5.09e-16 3.25e+04
G0.316-0.201i 4.91e+00 2.43e+23 1.78e+05 8.34e-16 1.90e+04
G0.316-0.201l 1.93e+00 1.17e+23 1.27e+05 5.95e-16 2.84e+04
... ... ... ... ... ...
less complicated regions in our catalog. These background
subtracted masses are in much better agreement with the rest
of the catalog’s contents, shown in Figure 11. This may be
suggesting that the line-of-sight envelope effects contribute
significantly to our reported masses in this region.
In reality, it is likely that a combination of these effects
would impact the masses calculated in this work. Flux from
HII regions certainly accounts for some of the flux in the two
most massive leaves (leaf IDs G0.699-0.028a and G0.699-
0.028b), but Ginsburg et al. (2018) finds only 10 compact
HII regions associated with sources other than Sgr B2 Main,
meaning HII regions are likely not solely responsible for the
difference in mass-radius distribution, but may be more likely
to explain the extreme mass we calculate for Sgr B2 North
and Main. As described in Figure 10, a dust temperature
greater than 150K would be required to fully explain the sep-
aration of these sources. While such high dust temperatures
could exist for sources with extreme, ongoing star forma-
tion activity like Sgr B2 N and M, they are unlikely to be
so high in this region unanimously. A combination of high
local dust temperatures, line-of-sight envelope overlap, and
non-continuum contamination together can readily explain
the apparent divergence of these leaves from the more gen-
eral distribution of CMZ compact structures in mass-radius
space.
5.2. Maximum Star Formation Potential of the CMZ
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Figure 9. Separated histograms of the physical properties for the
leaves within and apart from Sgr B2, for the robust version of cat-
alog. These properties are calculated according to the methods de-
scribed in section 4.3, and separated according to the mask released
with this work at https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/cmzoom.
The high completeness catalog presented in this work con-
stitutes more than 95% of compact sources with masses
greater than 80 M (for the robust catalog, or 50 M for the
high completeness catalog) embedded in high column den-
sity gas (≥ 1023cm−2) in CMZ clouds. Determining the star
formation potential of any one of these objects is challeng-
ing due to the complexity of the environmental conditions in
CMZ clouds. some of these structures are well known to be
actively star forming, while some others show tenuous signa-
tures of star formation activity and many seem entirely qui-
escent. The connections between source properties and star
formation signatures are investigated in upcoming work.
Because CMZoom covers all high column density material
in the CMZ, we suspect these catalogs contain all possible
sites of star cluster formation over a relevant timescale, up to
our completeness limits. While it is not necessary that each
of these compact sources will collapse down on a freefall
time to form stars, we can determine an upper limit on current
star formation potential of the CMZ.
This star formation potential is the maximum possible SFR
for the CMZ, calculated by assuming each compact source
in our catalog collapses on a freefall time and forms stars
with an assumed star formation efficiency. Here this is done
for the robust catalog, though the SFR estimated using the
high completeness catalog is similar, albeit with larger un-
certainty. We choose a range of star formation efficiencies
accounting for the wide range of proposed efficiencies on
scales of clumps (0.1≤ clump ≤ 0.3) to the possible efficien-
cies of individual cores (0.25≤ core ≤ 0.75) since our com-
pact sources are intermediate to these two hierarchical cat-
egories (Lada & Lada 2003; McKee & Ostriker 2007). We
calculate our SFR limit for both the upper and lower bounds
of this efficiency range, and report both. This choice of SFE
is consistent with the results of Lu et al. (2019b), in which
star formation efficiencies for gravitationally bound cores in
Galactic Center clouds are measured to be ∼ 0.3, with a sys-
tematic error of about a factor of 3. We calculate the SFR
in two ways. Firstly, we find an "individual" SFR for each
compact source in the catalog using
SFRindiv. =
∑
i
mi
tff,i
, (6)
where the sum is over each source in the catalog,  is the star
formation efficiency, mi is the mass of the source, and tff,i is
the freefall time of the source, calculated using equation 5.
Alternatively, we calculate the "mean" SFR for all sources
over the mean freefall time, using
SFRmean =

tff,mean
∑
i
mi, (7)
where tff,i is the mean freefall time of sources in the catalog
(for the robust catalog, this value is 7.48×104 Myr).
To arrive at a more accurate upper value for the star for-
mation potential, we use the background-subtracted values
for masses of objects in the Sgr B2 complex. Additionally,
we replace the extreme masses measured in this work (de-
scribed in §4.3) for Sgr B2 North and Main with more reli-
able gas masses derived in Schmiedeke et al. (2016) to arrive
at the above estimates for the star formation potential. With-
out these modifications, Sgr B2 would completely dominate
the SFR potential, exceeding the combined SFR of the entire
Milky Way, which is not plausible. For an assumed efficiency
of  = 0.1, we find
SFRindiv. =
0.29Myr−1 for  = 0.12.2Myr−1 for  = 0.75
or using the mean freefall time,
SFRmean =
0.08Myr−1 for  = 0.10.64Myr−1 for  = 0.75
The vast majority of mass generating this SFR potential is
associated with leaves in the Sgr B2 complex, where we sus-
pect our masses to be most unreliable for reasons discussed
in §5.1.
If instead we consider the star formation potential of all
cataloged sources outside the Sgr B2 complex, we find
SFRindiv. =
0.06Myr−1 for  = 0.10.47Myr−1 for  = 0.75
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Figure 10. The mass (M) vs. radius (pc) for each leaf in the high reliability version of the catalog for variations in the assumed dust
temperatures. The black cap represents leaf mass for an assumed temperature of 20K. The blue bar shows how much the mass of each leaf
decreases for an assumed dust temperature of up to 50K, and the red bar shows how much the mass decreases for a dust temperature of 150K,
which is higher than typically expected for dust in the CMZ (Pierce-Price et al. 2000; Etxaluze et al. 2013). The temperature assumed would
have to be close to 150K to explain the separation of the Sgr B2 leaves’ distribution in the mass-radius relation. This is unlikely to as the
multi-wavelength modeling from Schmiedeke et al. (2016) derived considerably lower dust temperatures for most of the Sgr B2 complex.
or using the mean freefall time,
SFRmean =
0.04Myr−1 for  = 0.10.30Myr−1 for  = 0.75
We conclude that the maximum star formation potential
of the CMZ is between 0.08 - 2.20M yr−1, or, excluding
Sgr B2, between 0.04 - 0.47M yr−1. We wish to empha-
size that these SFR potentials may not be accurate predic-
tions of the CMZ’s future SFR, as some of these objects may
not ultimately collapse to form stars. Because the CMZ ap-
pears to be a highly complex environment, the longevity and
boundedness of any given compact structure might be com-
promised by turbulence, dynamical interactions like inflow
and shear, as well as other disrupting mechanisms. There-
fore, these SFR potential estimates should be understood as
an upper limit on the possible future SFR for the assumed star
formation efficiency. Of the entire SFR of the Milky Way, es-
timated to be around 1.9 ± 0.4 M yr−1 (Chomiuk & Povich
2011), present tracers of star formation in the CMZ indicates
that 0.06 M yr−1 of this star formation activity occurs within
the central 500pc of the Galaxy (e.g. Longmore et al. 2013b;
Barnes et al. 2017). The CMZ might roughly maintain the
current SFR if we assume a low SFE for these objects, or al-
ternatively if the dense structures required longer timescales
than their freefall times to collapse and form stars (e.g. Lu
et al. 2019b), and if some fraction of compact substructure
remaining unbound and never collapsing to form stars.
5.3. High Mass Star Precursor Completeness
One of the key goals of the CMZoom survey is to com-
pile potential sites of massive star formation as completely as
possible. There is substantial evidence suggesting that mas-
sive stars largely form in high column density material (e.g.
Kauffmann & Pillai 2010; Lada et al. 2010), and CMZoom
covers all of the CMZ’s high column density material. The
simulated observations performed in section 3.2 are used to
estimate how many leaves in the CMZoom survey area might
be excluded from the catalog as a function of the leaf mass
(see Figure 2). If we can estimate the number of missing
leaves as a function of mass, and make the assumption that
each of these leaves is destined to form stars according to
some IMF, we can estimate an upper limit on the missing
number of massive star precursor objects missed by the cat-
alog, thus deriving our completeness for high mass stellar
precursors in the CMZ.
The curve in Figure 2 gives an estimate for the detected
percentage of leaves of a given mass. The fraction of leaves
missing at any given mass is equal to 1 −P(m) where P(m)
is the completeness as a function of leaf mass m. Because
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Figure 11. The mass (M) vs. radius (pc) for each leaf in the robust
version of the catalog, using the background subtracted mass values
for leaves in the Sgr B2 complex (Sgr B2 leaves’ background sub-
tracted masses are shown in purple, the modified masses for Sgr B2
N and M from Schmiedeke et al. 2016 are shown as green triangles,
while the rest of the catalog is shown in red). Using this background
subtracted mass mostly resolves the separation between the bimodal
distribution of leaves in Figure 6, suggesting that the line-of-sight
overlapping envelopes might be significantly affecting the mass of
these leaves in particular (see section 5.1). For comparison with
Figure 6, the same line of constant column density n = 1023 cm−2
is shown. Again, the range of masses below 95% completeness is
hatched right and shaded blue, and the region below minimum flux
possible for a cataloged leaf is hatched left and shaded grey.
P(m) is defined discretely for a subset of leaf masses, we
bin the catalog leaf masses together with the nearest defined
value for P(m). This is a poor approximation for small leaf
masses, where the completeness percentage changes rapidly
as a function of mass. However, these lower mass objects
are also unlikely to produce many high mass stars, so this
approximation does not significantly affect our results for the
high mass stellar precursor completeness.
By sampling the Kroupa IMF (from equation 2 of Kroupa
2001), we can convert these suspected missing leaves counts
to an upper limit on the number of missed massive star pre-
cursors. We calculate the number of missing massive stellar
precursors, denoted Nmiss, as
Nmiss =
∑
m
(
1−P(m)
)
Nleaves(m)N≥8M (SFm), (8)
where P(m) is the completeness percentage for catalog leaves
with mass m, Nleaves(m) is the number of leaves binned
to the nearest mass m with a defined value of P(m), and
N≥8M (SFm) is the number of massive stars in a cluster with
a final star mass defined by assumed star formation efficiency
SF and leaf mass m. To determine N≥8M (SFm), we draw
samples from the Kroupa IMF distribution until we reach the
target cluster mass, and then either keep or discard the fi-
nal draw to produce a total mass closest to the target cluster
mass (this is identical to the "STOP_NEAREST" method in
appendix A of Krumholz et al. 2015). We then average the
number of massive (≥ 8 M) stars for 1000 iterations of each
leaf mass bin. This is performed for mass bins correspond-
ing to each of the masses used in the simulated observation
procedure (i.e. the masses in Figure 2), and a star formation
efficiencies ranging between 0.1-0.75, as in §5.2.
We choose the same range of star formation efficiencies as
section 5.2. Multiplying this average by the estimated num-
ber of missing leaves at each mass bin, we arrive at an esti-
mated number of missing massive stellar precursors, which
we find to be / 1% (if we assume a star formation efficiency
of 0.75) or ≈0% (if we assume a star formation efficiency
of 0.1). In summary, we estimate that CMZoom is complete
to more than 99% of sites capable of forming massive stars
embedded in high column density gas within the innermost
~500pc of the Galaxy.
6. SUMMARY
In this work, we produce the most complete catalogs to
date of compact sources in the cold dust continuum across
the Milky Way’s innermost 500pc. These compact sources
are identified in the 1.3mm CMZoom survey as the leaves
produced by a dendrogram algorithm, pruned according to
local noise conditions. We present two catalogs:
• a “robust" catalog designed for high accuracy, with
sources required to have a peak 1.3mm dust contin-
uum flux 6σ above the local RMS noise estimate. The
robust catalog is >95% complete for compact sources
with mass ≥ 80 M.
• a “high completeness" catalog, designed to include
more of the lower flux compact structures in the CM-
Zoom field, which demands a larger tolerance for false
positive detections. The high completeness catalog re-
quires a peak 1.3mm dust continuum flux 4σ above the
same local RMS noise estimate, and is>95% complete
for compact sources with mass ≥ 50 M.
The above mass completeness estimates assume a dust tem-
perature which we take to be a typical value for Herschel de-
rived dust temperatures, 20K. Since temperatures on smaller
scales could be greater, these 95% mass completeness esti-
mates should be understood as upper limits on our true com-
pleteness masses. By treating each of these leaves as an even-
tual site of star formation (an intentionally generous assump-
tion), along with an IMF for the resulting stars, we place an
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upper limit on the number of possible high mass star precur-
sors missing from the robust catalog, which we find to be
/ 1% .
For objects included in both the robust and complete cata-
logs we find a bimodal distribution in a number of physical
properties, separating the population of sources associated
with Sgr B2 from the sources elsewhere in the CMZ. This
difference is also resilient to changes in the cataloging pro-
cedure (e.g. Figure 15). This separation is likely caused by a
combination of several factors: Increased dust temperatures
on scales smaller than the Herschel measurements used in
this work, overlapping envelopes and line-of-sight degener-
acy of Sgr B2 clouds, and non-dust continuum contamination
from extended and compact HII regions distributed through-
out the cloud complex.
We calculate a limit on the maximum possible star forma-
tion potential of the Milky Way’s CMZ, assuming that stars
are not formed in this environment in isolation or in gas with
a column density lower than 1023 N(H2) cm−2. Accounting
for a range of possible star formation efficiencies for our cat-
aloged sources, we find a maximum star formation potential
of 0.08 - 2.2 M yr−1. This SFR is dominated by the Sgr B2
complex, where more reliable SFR estimates are available
(e.g. Schmiedeke et al. 2016; Ginsburg et al. 2018), and if
we exclude Sgr B2, we find the maximum SFR potential for
the rest of the CMZ is 0.04-0.47M yr−1. This SFR potential
ranges from near current estimates for active star formation
in the CMZ to much higher values rivaling the entire Milky
Way’s SFR, if a high star formation efficiency is expected for
these compact structures.
Many of these sources are known to be sites of active star
formation, and exploring the relationship between star for-
mation tracer activity and the line emission properties for
these catalogs will be explored in upcoming work (Hatch-
field et al in prep.). Future studies detailing the nature of
these sources, their star formation activity, chemistry, outflow
properties, gas temperatures and kinematics will serve as an
important stepping stone towards understanding star forma-
tion process from the Milky Way GMCs to the great diversity
of extragalactic environments.
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Figure 12. A histogram of the Herschel column density (derived using the procedure from Battersby et al. (2011), from Battersby et al in prep)
associated with every pixel in the CMZoom survey. The grey histogram represents the column density associated with every pixel covered by
the SMA survey, while the blue represents only the pixels within one Herschel beam (36′′) of a catalog leaf centroid in the high completeness
version of the catalog. The ratio of pixels within one Herschel beam of a source in the SMA catalog to the total number of pixels in the SMA’s
map for a given column density is shown as a solid line,which experiences a sharp uptick around a column density of 2×1023 cm−2. Pixels in
the Sgr B2 region have been excluded from this analysis due to their much higher column densities.
APPENDIX
A. HIGH COMPLETENESS CATALOG FIGURES AND TABLES
Here we present versions of figures 5, 7, and 6 as well as tables 1, 2, and 3 for the high completeness version of the catalog.
Figure 12 presents the histogram of Herschel column densities and fraction of pixels with a leaf for the complete catalog. Similar
to Figure 5, there is a sudden uptick in the frequency of Herschels pixel containing at least one leaf around N=1023 cm−2, though
the baseline frequency is higher, as would be expected from a more complete catalog with a greater number of leaves. Figure
13 shows the histograms of freefall time, column density, mass, and volume density. The distributions are largely similar to
Figure 7, with a larger number of leaves flagged as suspicious due to their proximity to the CMZoom map edges. Figure 14
displays the mass-radius distribution of complete catalog leaves, for their upper limit masses and background subtracted masses,
following largely the same trends as Figure 6 and discussed in 5.1. Tables 4, 5, and 6 have also been made available online at
https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/RDE1CH.
B. CATALOG PARAMETER STUDIES
The output tree of a dendrogram is highly dependent on the choice of parameters given to the dendrogram algorithm. Given
that our cataloging algorithm is a collection of dendrogram leaves pruned according to local noise, it is necessary to understand
how our catalog changes with the choices of both the parameters of the dendrogram, and also our method of estimating local
noise. In this section, we perform simple parameter studies to explore the variability of the final catalog with small changes in
the initial dendrogram parameters as well as the smoothing kernel for generating our RMS noise maps.
Small changes in the minimum value parameter for the original dendrogram (see 3) has no effect on the total dendrogram, as
all of the RMS noise values are by design greater than the low noise estimate used to scale the initial dendrogram parameters,
therefore we neglect an experiment varying this quantity. The initial dendrogram, however, is sensitive to changes in the minimum
significance parameter δ. It is possible, by changing δ, to cause nearby leaves of similar flux distributions to merge together or
split apart into separate leaves. This phenomenon is rare in the case of our catalogs, with / 3% of leaves contained in the robust
catalog display this behavior. In Figure 16 we show the relationship between cataloged leaf masses before and after a leaf merger.
The merged leaf mass and radius is larger than would be naively expected by summing the radii and masses of the separate leaves,
though this is not surprising given the clustering procedure at work in the dendrogram algorithm.
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Figure 13. Histograms of the physical properties for the leaves contained in the high completeness version of the catalog. These properties
are calculated according to the methods described in section 4.3. The upper left panel shows the distribution of freefall times calculated by
assuming a spherical distribution of gas according to the leaf’s effective radius. The upper left panel shows the distribution of column densities
for each leaf. The distribution of leaf masses is shown in the bottom left panel, and the volume density distribution is shown in the bottom
right which is calculated again by assuming a spherical volume distribution according to the leaf’s effective radius. The darker shaded regions
correspond to the portion of leaves below the catalog’s 95% mass completeness limit of 60 M. Leaves flagged as suspicious for being within
15 pixels of the map’s edge are included as a non-filled histogram, though they largely follow the same trends as the more robust leaves.
Table 4. Leaf Properties, High Completeness
Leaf ID Area l b Reff Integrated Flux Peak Cont. Flux Mean Cont. Flux RMS
as2 deg. deg. pc Jy Jy/Sr Jy/Sr Jy/Sr
G359.611+0.018c 45.00 -0.38 -0.25 0.15 6.71e-02 1.39e+08 6.35e+07 1.68e+07
G359.611+0.018g 14.00 -0.38 -0.25 0.08 1.64e-02 6.51e+07 4.97e+07 1.53e+07
G359.611+0.018d 43.75 -0.39 -0.25 0.15 3.35e-02 7.06e+07 3.26e+07 1.44e+07
G359.611+0.018a 259.25 -0.39 -0.24 0.36 2.09e+00 1.73e+09 3.43e+08 9.88e+06
G359.611+0.018i 4.75 -0.38 -0.25 0.05 6.50e-03 6.35e+07 5.82e+07 1.17e+07
G359.611+0.018b 34.75 -0.38 -0.24 0.13 7.52e-02 1.70e+08 9.20e+07 1.25e+07
G359.611+0.018h 15.50 -0.39 -0.24 0.09 1.43e-02 5.91e+07 3.92e+07 1.30e+07
G359.611+0.018f 6.75 -0.40 -0.24 0.06 1.95e-02 1.48e+08 1.23e+08 3.13e+07
G359.611+0.018e 8.00 -0.40 -0.24 0.06 2.24e-02 1.40e+08 1.19e+08 3.42e+07
G0.316-0.201f 27.25 0.33 -0.21 0.12 4.52e-02 1.12e+08 7.06e+07 2.45e+07
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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Figure 14. Two representations of the mass (M) vs. radius (pc) for each leaf in the high completeness version of the catalog. The upper figure
shows the mass calculated using the flux achieved by integrating over the entire leaf structure, acting as an upper bound for the true structure
mass. The bottom figure displays the background subtracted leaf masses, calculated by subtracting the minimum value of the leaf and integrated
over the entire leaf area. This background subtracted mass is likely an underestimate for the true structure mass. Both figures show a line of
constant column density n = 1023 cm−2. The range of masses below 95% completeness is hatched right and shaded blue, and the region below
minimum flux possible for a cataloged leaf is hatched left and shaded grey.
Similarly, leaves with particularly shallow distributions might change slightly in size with changes in δ. These changes can
affect the inferred physical properties of the leaves in a non-trivial way. Figure 17 shows a selection of leaves identified in the
robust catalog that vary with changes in δ. The leave size and inferred mass appear to vary as a roughly consistent power law,
with leaves varying in mass (radius) less than a factor of ∼2 (∼3). Even with these rare cases where leaves merge or change
shape with varying δ, we find that the mass and radius distribution of leaf properties in the catalog is well preserved (see Figure
15), with the leaves associated with Sgr B2 and those elsewhere still clearly separated.
We also consider the effect of changes to the local noise map generation on the catalog. The only scalable parameter affecting
the contents of the catalog is the convolution kernel size used in smoothing the RMS noise map. We explore the sensitivity of the
catalog to changes in the smoothing kernel size using a similar simulated observation method as section 3.2. For each iteration
of the simulated observations, and for a given kernel size, we record the false positive percentage for point source like emission.
In order to get a single number for the false positive rate over a number of trials, we average together all simulated observation
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Figure 15. Three versions of the catalog, calculated for different choices of the initial dendrogram parameter for the minimum separation of
structures, δ. From top to bottom, these catalogs were constructed using δ = 2, δ = 3, δ = 4. The middle panel is identical to the actual catalog
described in the rest of this work. The majority of leaves are robust with respect to changes in δ, and the objects most affected seem to be those
with a large effective radius and a small mass.
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Table 5. Leaf Properties, High Completeness (continued)
Leaf ID NHerschel NSMA Mass Mass (bg. sub.) n ρ t f f
cm−2 cm−2 M M cm−3 g cm−3 years
G359.611+0.018c 6.81e+22 1.42e+23 1.03e+02 4.16e+01 1.05e+05 4.92e-16 9.49e+04
G359.611+0.018g 6.81e+22 6.65e+22 2.51e+01 5.94e+00 1.48e+05 6.91e-16 8.01e+04
G359.611+0.018d 8.04e+22 6.36e+22 4.53e+01 2.36e+01 4.82e+04 2.26e-16 1.40e+05
G359.611+0.018a 1.46e+23 1.73e+24 3.15e+03 2.62e+03 2.33e+05 1.09e-15 6.37e+04
G359.611+0.018i 9.96e+22 6.20e+22 9.52e+00 8.45e-01 2.83e+05 1.33e-15 5.78e+04
G359.611+0.018b 8.59e+22 1.73e+23 1.14e+02 4.28e+01 1.72e+05 8.07e-16 7.41e+04
G359.611+0.018h 1.31e+23 5.57e+22 2.02e+01 7.52e+00 1.02e+05 4.79e-16 9.62e+04
G359.611+0.018f 5.33e+22 1.43e+23 2.83e+01 4.76e+00 4.98e+05 2.33e-15 4.36e+04
G359.611+0.018e 5.33e+22 1.36e+23 3.25e+01 4.31e+00 4.42e+05 2.07e-15 4.63e+04
G0.316-0.201f 3.67e+22 1.16e+23 7.00e+01 2.63e+01 1.52e+05 7.10e-16 7.90e+04
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Table 6. Leaf Property Uncertainties, High Completeness)
Leaf ID Mass Unc. NSMA unc. n unc. ρ unc. t f f unc.
M cm−2 cm−3 g cm−3 years
G359.611+0.018c 3.15e+01 2.85e+23 4.47e+04 2.09e-16 4.04e+04
G359.611+0.018g 8.62e+00 1.34e+23 6.69e+04 3.14e-16 3.63e+04
G359.611+0.018d 2.11e+01 1.28e+23 3.04e+04 1.42e-16 8.82e+04
G359.611+0.018a 4.92e+02 3.48e+24 7.85e+04 3.68e-16 2.15e+04
G359.611+0.018i 2.40e+00 1.25e+23 1.15e+05 5.39e-16 2.35e+04
G359.611+0.018b 2.34e+01 3.47e+23 6.20e+04 2.90e-16 2.67e+04
G359.611+0.018h 7.37e+00 1.12e+23 5.21e+04 2.44e-16 4.90e+04
G359.611+0.018f 8.40e+00 2.88e+23 2.20e+05 1.03e-15 1.93e+04
G359.611+0.018e 1.06e+01 2.74e+23 2.06e+05 9.63e-16 2.15e+04
G0.316-0.201f 2.66e+01 2.34e+23 7.25e+04 3.40e-16 3.78e+04
... ... ... ... ... ...
runs for source masses above the 95% completeness for that run. It is worth noting that the number of false positives is higher
for larger mass point sources, as the imaging artifacts have correspondingly higher fluxes and are less likely to be pruned away
by the cataloging algorithm. The results from this process are displayed in Figure 18. It appears that a kernel size of 14 pixels
or 18 pixels minimizes the average number of false positives for objects above our 80% completeness limit. We chose to use
the 14 pixel kernel as this choice also has a slightly lower average completeness mass. The variations from trial to trial of this
experiment are large enough that there is no ideal choice of kernel for any given configuration of point sources, and we suspect
the results would be further complicated by non-point source like emission, but the variation in completeness is small typically
smaller for choices in the range 10-20 pixels, and resulting effects on the catalog varying between these choices are small relative
to the overall trends in completeness in Figure 2.
C. ZOOM-IN IMAGES OF KEY REGIONS
In this section, we show a gallery of the regions included in the CMZoom survey, with the high reliability catalog
leaf contours overplotted in white. These cutouts are presented in Figures 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24. The SMA
1.3mm continuum maps, as well as the leaf contour mask used to generate this gallery, have been made available at
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Figure 16. The behavior of a pair of nearby local flux peaks included as separate leaves in the catalog for a low δ = 1,23, but which merge
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Figure 17. The variation of four leaves that change mass and effective radius for varying the initial dendrogram minimum difference parameter
δ. A line of constant column density 1023 is shown for comparison to Figure 6.
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/cmzoom. All images are displayed with a 1 pc scale-bar and are on a log scale with
limits between 1×107 Jy/sr and 3×108 Jy/sr.
D. COMPARISON WITH SGR B2 ALMA DATA
In order to further probe the trustworthiness of the catalog contents, the leaves in several key regions of our SMA continuum
maps were compared with results from recent observations from ALMA of the same regions. In particular, we used 1.1mm
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Figure 18. The effects of altering the smoothing kernel used in the convolutions for generating the local noise map used for pruning. Certain
choices of kernel size lead to a much higher percentage of false positive source detections for points objects above the completeness threshold
of 70M used in the high reliability version of the catalog (see section 3.2)
.
continuum maps from Dust Ridge clouds D, E, and F Barnes et al. (2019), as well as the Sgr B2 complex at 3mm (Ginsburg et al.
2018). These maps from ALMA are compared side by side in Figure 25, 26, and 27 below. Dust Ridge clouds D, E and F appear
by eye to have a very good agreement, with all Catalog leaves having a clear counterpart in the ALMA maps. Some of the ALMA
sources do not appear to have been significant enough detections for inclusion in the catalog, but this is reasonable considering
the higher sensitivity given by ALMA. The SMA Sgr B2 map, however, contains some compact sources that do not appear to
be present in the ALMA map. While it is possible this might be due to the fact that this region contains the highest noise and
highest intensity emission contained in the CMZoom survey coverage, it is also likely that differences in emission between the
1.3mm and 3mm maps, particularly given the widespread compact and extended HII regions known to populate the area could
also account for the discrepancy. We also note that the leaves, highlighted in Figure 27, lie next to a deep negative bowl in the
SMA map, supporting the explanation that these leaves in particular are an artifact of the imaging process. These SMA artifact
leaves do not appear to have properties remarkably different from nearby leaves which are in agreement with the ALMA maps,
and therefore do not significantly influence our interpretation of Sgr B2 leaves in section 5.1.
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Figure 19. Robust catalog leaf contours superimposed over the 1.3 mm dust continuum from the CMZoom Survey with a 1 pc scale-bar. All
images are displayed on a log scale with limits between 1×107 Jy/sr and 3×108 Jy/sr
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Figure 20. Robust catalog leaf contours superimposed over the 1.3 mm dust continuum from the CMZoom Survey with a 1 pc scale-bar. All
images are displayed on a log scale with limits between 1×107 Jy/sr and 3×108 Jy/sr
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Figure 21. Robust catalog leaf contours superimposed over the 1.3 mm dust continuum from the CMZoom Survey with a 1 pc scale-bar. All
images are displayed on a log scale with limits between 1×107 Jy/sr and 3×108.
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Figure 22. Robust catalog leaf contours superimposed over the 1.3 mm dust continuum from the CMZoom Survey with a 1 pc scale-bar. All
images are displayed on a log scale with limits between 1×107 Jy/sr and 3×108 Jy/sr.
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Figure 23. Robust catalog leaf contours superimposed over the 1.3 mm dust continuum from the CMZoom Survey with a 1 pc scale-bar. All
images are displayed on a log scale with limits between 1×107 Jy/sr and 3×108 Jy/sr.
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Figure 24. Robust catalog leaf contours superimposed over the 1.3 mm dust continuum from the CMZoom Survey with a 1 pc scale-bar. All
images are displayed on a log scale with limits between 1×107 Jy/sr and 3×108 Jy/sr.
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Figure 25. A side by side comparison of dust ridge cloud D in the ALMA 1.1mm continuum combined with Bolocam single dish map (right)
from Barnes et al. 2019, and the 1.3mm SMA continuum maps from the CMZoom survey (left), both with contours of the catalog leaves in red.
All of the catalog leaves have corresponding sources in the ALMA map. The SMA map is scaled between 107 and 3×108 Jy/sr. The ALMA
map is scaled between -0.0026 and 1.1502 Jy beam−1.
Figure 26. A side by side comparison of Dust Ridge Clouds E and F in the ALMA 1.1mm continuum combined with Bolocam single dish
map from Barnes et al. 2019 (right), the 1.3mm SMA continuum maps from the CMZoom survey (left). both with contours of the catalog
leaves in red and white respectively. All of the catalog leaves have corresponding sources in the ALMA map. The 1.3 mm SMA map seems to
more clearly resemble a filamentary structure of the emission on these clouds, which fragmented into more discrete substructure on the scales
revealed by ALMA. The SMA map is scaled between 107 and 1.6×108 Jy/sr. The ALMA map is scaled between -0.0026 and 1.1502 Jy beam−1.
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Figure 27. A side by side comparison of the Sgr B2 complex in the 1.3mm SMA continuum map (left) from the CMZoom survey and the
ALMA 3mm continuum map (right) from Ginsburg et al. 2018, both with contours of the catalog leaves in white and red respectively. This
figure highlights several catalog leaves which do not appear to have corresponding emission in the ALMA map. We suspect that these sources
and the ones that appear symmetrically on the other side of the SgrB2 complex might not be real emission, but instead imaging artifacts. Some
of the extended emission visible in the ALMA 3mm map are optically thin HII regions which would not be significant at 1.3mm. The SMA
map is scaled between 107 and 3×108 Jy/sr. The ALMA map is scaled between -0.0026 and 1.1502 Jy beam−1.
